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Fabry disease is a rare disorder caused by variations in the
alpha-galactosidase gene. To a degree, Fabry disease is
manageable via enzyme replacement therapy (ERT). By
understanding themolecular basis of Fabry nephropathy (FN)
and ERT’s long-term impact, here we aimed to provide a
framework for selection of potential disease biomarkers and
drug targets. We obtained biopsies from eight control
individuals and two independent FN cohorts comprising 16
individuals taken prior to and after up to ten years of ERT, and
performed RNAseq analysis. Combining pathway-centered
analyses with network-science allowed computation of
transcriptional landscapes from four nephron compartments
and their integration with existing proteome and drug-target
interactome data. Comparing these transcriptional
landscapes revealed high inter-cohort heterogeneity. Kidney
compartment transcriptional landscapes comprehensively
reflected differences in FN cohort characteristics. With
exception of a few aspects, in particular arteries, early ERT in
patients with classical Fabry could lastingly revert FN gene
expression patterns to closely match that of control
individuals. Pathways nonetheless consistently altered in
bothFNcohortspre-ERTweremostly inglomeruli andarteries
and related to the same biological themes. While
keratinization-relatedprocesses inglomeruliwere sensitive to
ERT, a majority of alterations, such as transporter activity and
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responses to stimuli, remained dysregulated or reemerged
despite ERT. Inferring an ERT-resistant genetic module of
expressedgenes identified69drugs forpotential repurposing
matching the proteins encoded by 12 genes. Thus, we
identified and cross-validated ERT-resistant gene product
modules that, when leveraged with external data, allowed
estimating their suitability as biomarkers to potentially track
disease course or treatment efficacy and potential targets for
adjunct pharmaceutical treatment.
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F abry disease (FD) is an X-linked disorder caused by
variants in the lysosomal enzyme, a-galactosidase A
(GLA) gene.1 Classic FD is characterized by complete

absence or little activity of a-galactosidase A in hemizygous
males, which results in early disease onset.2 Retaining some a-
galactosidase activity, nonclassic cases commonly show later
onset and less severe disease course. Because of the random
X-chromosomal inactivation, disease progression is variable
in females, ranging from nonprogressive asymptomatic car-
riers to a classic FD phenotype.3

As a consequence of variable globotriaosylceramide (GL-3)
accumulation and downstream effectors of cellular injury in
various cell types, FD is characterized by interpatient het-
erogeneity. In general, the disease progresses slowly, and the
natural course in patients with classic FD typically
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Lay Summary

Fabry disease (FD) is a rare genetic enzyme deficiency
affecting several organs, including the kidneys. This study
provides a framework for precision medicine evaluating
changes in gene expression in kidney biopsies from pa-
tients with FD and controls over a maximum period of 10
years. We obtained RNA-sequencing data from laser
capture microdissected archival kidney biopsies before
initiation of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) from 2
independent FD cohorts. Tissue compartments charac-
terized include glomeruli, arteries, proximal tubuli, and
distal tubuli. This enabled computation of cohort-specific
and cross-validated transcriptional landscapes associated
with Fabry nephropathy. Integrating analogous data
collected after ERT subsequently enabled categorization
of biological themes, pathways, and genes with respect to
their sensitivity to ERT. With drug repurposing in mind,
members of these therapy-resistant molecular modules
were consequently interrogated for known drug-target
interactions. Taken together, this represents a framework
using kidney biopsies and advanced data science to sys-
tematically contextualize complex biological data with
respect to potential biomarkers and drug targets for FD.
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demonstrates chronic kidney disease that culminates in kid-
ney failure before the age of 50 years.4,5 Excessive lysosomal
storage of GL-3 can be detected in the kidneys with histo-
pathology already in young children before albuminuria and
decline in glomerular filtration rate.4,6

The impact of FD on kidney function is a major
contributor to its morbidity and mortality.1,7 Consequently,
substituting endogenous a-galactosidase A via enzyme
replacement therapy (ERT) reduces GL-3 deposits and at-
tenuates progression of Fabry neuropathy (FN) in a sub-
stantial number of patients.8 Unfortunately, current regimens
do not show sufficient benefits in all relevant patients,8,9

highlighting the need of understanding the complexity of
ERT’s impact on a molecular level. With such insight, more
effective therapeutic options may be developed.

In contrast to addressing high interpatient heterogeneity in
conditions affecting thousands of subjects, the lower preva-
lence of FD5,10 precludes many current patient stratification
and personalized medicine approaches.11–13 By taking
advantage of recent advances in biotechnology and data sci-
ence, concepts less demanding on patient numbers, such as
precision and molecular medicine, are at the center of this
study.14 As any subgrouping would further exacerbate the
challenges related to small patient numbers,12,13 it is imper-
ative to propose new targets that are relevant for a maximum
of patients.

Furthermore, response patterns of such targets to ERT
should be well established and closely related to potential new
treatment strategies adjunctive to today’s standard of care and
may include drug repurposing.8,15 The latter renders drug
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development significantly faster and more cost-effective in an
environment facing declining drug development efficiency.12

Thus, this study aims to do the following: (i) use laser capture
microdissection (LCM) and generate gene expression profiles
from glomeruli, proximal tubuli, distal tubuli, and small arteries
using RNA sequencing (RNAseq); (ii) combine standard RNA-
seq workflows with network science methods to infer the mo-
lecular basis of FN and its modulation in response to ERTover
time; and (iii) on this basis, identify cross-validated molecular
modules that may be druggable or serve as biomarkers.

METHODS
Patient cohort from Bergen, Norway (NO)
Core kidney biopsies (n ¼ 24) were collected from 8 pediatric and
young adult patients with FD from2003 to 2014. Fabry kidney biopsies
were obtained from the samepatients at baseline pre-ERT (n¼ 8), after
3 to 5 years (n¼ 8), and after 8 to 10 years (n¼ 8) of ERTusing a 16-
gauge core biopsy needle. ERT consisted of agalsidase-b, 0.2 to 1mg/kg
body weight (n¼ 3; as described previously16) or agalsidase-a, 0.2mg/
kg body weight (n ¼ 5). The varying dosages of agalsidase-b for a
limited period were related to the shortages of agalsidase-b, leading to
involuntary dose reductions17 (Table 1).

In addition, we have included control biopsies (n ¼ 8) with
normal-looking tissue from adolescents and adult patients of the
Norwegian Kidney Biopsy Registry. These individuals represent some
of the healthiest subjects within the Norwegian Kidney Biopsy
Registry, and all presented normal histopathology. The biopsy in-
dications among these patients included microscopic hematuria and
slight elevations in creatinine and microalbuminuria.

Validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania (CHRO)
Kidney biopsies were obtained from adult patients with FN from
Zurich, Switzerland (n ¼ 3), and adult subjects from Bucharest,
Romania (n ¼ 5).

Kidney biopsies were obtained with a 16-gauge core biopsy needle
from untreated patients (n ¼ 3 biopsies) and ERT-treated patients
(n¼ 6 biopsies) with amean of 1.8 years on ERT; 1 patient contributed
with a baseline biopsy and a follow-up biopsy while receiving ERT.
Thereby, ERT consisted of agalsidase-b, 1 mg/kg body weight (n¼ 4),
or agalsidase-a, 0.2 mg/kg body weight (n ¼ 2; Table 1).

We have combined these patients (n ¼ 8) with their kidney bi-
opsies (n ¼ 9) into a single validation cohort (CHRO) categorized as
“baseline” (n ¼ 3 biopsies; untreated or ERT <6 months) and >1
year on ERT (n ¼ 6 biopsies). All patient characteristics are also
provided in Table 1.

Kidney biopsy microdissection and RNA extraction
For identification of structures and annotations, 3-mm-thick sections
from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) kidney biopsies
stained with periodic acid–Schiff were used. Slides were scanned
with Scanscope XT Aperio (Leica. Biosystems) at original
magnification �40, resulting in a resolution of 0.25 mm per pixel.
Digitalized sections were viewed and annotated in Imagescope 12
(Leica Biosystems). Using a Zeiss PALM LCM system (Carl Zeiss
AG), glomeruli, proximal tubuli, distal tubuli, and arteries were then
microdissected from 10-mm-thick FFPE sections. Total RNA from all
microdissected samples from the NO cohort (n ¼ 128) and CHRO
cohort (n ¼ 36) was extracted using the High Pure FFPE RNA
Isolation Kit (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc.).
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819



Table 1 | Characteristics at baseline, 3 to 5 years, and 8 to 10 years for the NO cohort, characteristics at baseline and <6 and
>12 months of ERT for the CHRO cohort, and characteristics for normal controls

Characteristic

NO cohort CHRO cohort

Normal controls P valueBaseline, before ERT
ERT

>3 to 5 yr
ERT

>8 to 10 yr
Baseline or
ERT <6 mo ERT >12 mo

No. of patients 8 8 8 8 8 8
Sex M:7, F:1 M:3, F:5 M:4, F:4
Mutations 3 Missense, 5 truncating 6 Missense, 2 truncating
Age at biopsy, yr 14 (7–30) 18 (12–35) 25 (17–39) 30 (17–50) 34.5 (21–57) 27 (11–37) 0.06
Age at ERT initiation, yr 14.5 (7–30) 30 (17–55) NA 0.01
mGFR, ml/min per 1.73 m2 106 (86–120) 97 (82–122) 91 (74–125) NA NA NA
eGFR, ml/min per 1.73 m2 116 (95–126) NA NA 92 (55–134) 98 (47–119) 114 (76–147)
Albumin-to-creatinine ratio, mg/mmol 5.4 (0.6–13.6) 10.1 (0.6–14) 4.4 (0.3–26.4) 11.3 (1.7–15.9) 8.3 (1.6–33.9) 22.5 (2.1–54) 0.35
Plasma GL-3, mmol/L 8.5 (2.7–10.2) 3.8 (3.5–5) 3.6 (2.3–4.4) NA NA NA
Plasma Lyso-GL-3, ng/ml 35.6 (11.9–130.7) 13.5 (4.7–25.6) 23.1 (2.2–39.5) NA NA NA
Podocyte composite score 7 (6.9–7) 4 (0.5–4.9) 5.58 (0.6–7) NA NA NA
ACE/ARB, n 0 1 2 1 3 0

ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; CHRO, validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate;
ERT, enzyme replacement therapy; F, female; GL-3, globotriaosylceramide; Lyso-GL-3, globotriaosylsphingosine; M, male; mGFR, measured glomerular filtration rate; NA, data
not available; NO, patient cohort from Bergen, Norway.
Values are medians (ranges) unless otherwise indicated. Albumin-to-creatinine ratio reference, <2.5 mg/mmol creatinine; eGFR reference, >60 ml/min per 1.73 m2; mGFR
reference, >90 ml/min per 1.73 m2 (glomerular filtration rate was measured by iohexol clearance); plasma GL-3 reference, 1.6 to 3.3 mmol/L; plasma Lyso-GL-3
reference, <2.0 ng/ml; podocyte composite score reference, 0 to 7. Podocyte composite score includes podocyte GL-3 inclusions and podocyte vacuolization. The ACE/
ARB row displays the number of patients who were treated with this medicine around the time of the biopsy. All cohorts compared with either the Mann-Whitney U test or the
Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Quality and quantity of extracted RNA and sample numbers
Quality and quantity of the extracted RNA was determined as
described below. In the NO samples, mean DV200 (percentages of
fragments >200 nucleotides) values (95% confidence interval) were
58.8% (52.5%–65.0%). Mean concentration (95% confidence in-
terval) of RNA was 1.07 (0.89–1.24) ng/sample. Taken together, we
have obtained low, but sufficient, amounts of good quality RNA to
generate gene expression profiles from 120 of 128 samples repre-
senting NO patients (n ¼ 8).

From the Swiss-Romanian CHRO patient cohort (n ¼ 8), we
were also able to extract low amounts of good quality RNA with a
mean (95% confidence interval) of 0.95 (0.66–1.23) ng/sample and a
DV200 mean (95% confidence interval) of 67.2% (60.7%–73.6%).
This allowed generating expression profiles from 38 of 44 nephron
compartments. Twelve samples originated from 3 biopsies from
untreated patients at baseline and, together with the remaining 6
biopsies (n ¼ 24 samples) from ERT-treated subjects (mean, 1.8
years on ERT), thus defined the CHRO cohort.

RNA library preparation and sequencing
Total RNA concentration was quantified using a Qubit RNA HS
Assay Kit on a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc.). Integrity was measured using the Agilent RNA 6000 Pico Kit
on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies), and the DV200 values
were calculated. We used DV200, considered a reliable predictor of
RNA quality in FFPE tissue,18 before library preparation.

Subsequently, RNA-sequencing libraries were prepared using
the standard Illumina Access protocol (RNA exome; Illumina) on
an Illumina platform in different batches because of the large
number of samples and at the following genomic facilities: (i) the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Trondheim,
Norway, in collaboration with Vidar Beisvåg and his group (NO
patient cohort); (ii) Firalis SA, Huningue, France, in collaboration
with Eric Schordan (NO cohort); and (iii) the Functional Geno-
mics Center Zurich (CHRO), University of Zurich, Switzerland
(NO and CHRO cohort).
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
Library normalization of the complete cohort was then per-
formed at Norwegian University of Science and Technology. Li-
braries were normalized to 2.2 pM for the NextSeq 500 instrument,
2.2 pM for the HiSeq 2500, and 2.3 pM for the HiSeq 4000 in-
strument. Samples were then subjected to paired-end 2 � 75 base
pair sequencing with z60 million paired-end reads per sample. Half
of the glomerular compartment (NO cohort) was sequenced using
an Illumina NextSeq 500 instrument, and the other half was
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument. All other com-
partments from the NO cohort were split 5 to 3 between an Illumina
HiSeq 4000 instrument and an Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument.
Normal controls were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 in-
strument. The Swiss part of the CHRO cohort was sequenced on an
Illumina HiSeq 4000 instrument. The Romanian part of the CHRO
cohort was sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 instrument. Base calling was
done on the HiSeq instrument by Illumina’s Real Time Analysis
1.17.21.3. FASTQ files were generated using bcl2fastq v2.20 (Illu-
mina, Inc.). Data will be made available in the repository Gene
Expression Omnibus at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ with
accession number GSE 178947.

Statistical analysis and RNA data processing
Transcript expression values were generated by quasi alignment us-
ing Salmon (http://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html) and
the Ensembl (GRCh38) human transcriptome. Aggregation of
transcript to gene expression was performed using tximport (http://
bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/tximport.html). An
empirical expression filter was applied, which positively selected
genes with >1 count per million in >25% of samples per data set.

Comparing patient characteristics
Differences between clinical characteristics of the different cohorts
were assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test when comparing 2
patient groups, or the Kruskal-Wallis test when comparing >2
groups with each other. For all cases, significance threshold was set at
P # 0.05.
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Ethical approvals
All patients provided written informed consent or parental consent
for children. The study was performed in accordance with principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Re-
view Boards of the Western Norway Regional Health Authority (REK
vest 2013/553), Zurich (Kantonale Ethikkommission Zürich, Gesuch
BASEC-Nr. 2017-00662), and Bucharest (Fundeni Clinical Institute
Board of Ethics, number 749, 2018).

Differential gene expression and pathway analyses
A Supplementary Glossary covers the concepts introduced below.

On the basis of unsupervised clustering and principal component
analyses correlation, potential batch effects within the RNAseq data
were mitigated using ComBat in combination with count per million
normalization.19 Subsequently, using a standard DESeq2 workflow,
differential gene expression was assessed to compare all groups from
the same compartment.20 Ranked on the basis of log2 fold change,
these lists, comprising 17,561 features (i.e., genes passing all criteria
set by the analyses described above), were subsequently subjected to
Fast Gene Set Enrichment Analysis21 to assess concordant changes
(1E þ 06 permutations) within a total of 26,251 gene sets (GSs). Of
the latter, 10,287 GSs passed the size thresholds set at $10 and #500
member genes, therewith mitigating the limitations of gene set
enrichment analyses with respect to small or large GSs.

Mapping transcriptional landscapes
To avoid introducing arbitrary significance thresholds before the
contextualization of changes in gene expression as a whole, a GS-
based approach to analyzing these data was chosen.22 A total of
26,251 GSs compiled, curated, and updated by research consortia,
such as the Gene Ontology project and Reactome, were interrogated.
The method for assembling this GS collection was previously
described.23 For this study, the resources were compiled on March
1, 2019.

To comprehensively assess Fast Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
results for each compartment, they were mapped using network-
based algorithms we described previously.24–27 Taking advantage of
having generated data from 2 independent patient groups, the NO
and the CHRO cohorts, comparative transcriptional landscapes were
computed to increase scope, whereas cross-validated transcriptional
landscapes were extracted to focus on robustness. For the latter only,
GSs yielding significant enrichment or depletion signal (adjusted P <
0.05) for both cohorts when compared with normal controls
(N_CTRL) were mapped.

All networks were organized by pair-wise forces of attraction (i.e.,
edge weights) exerted in cases where GSs share $10% of their
member genes. With that, these networks or maps take into account
pleiotropy of genes and functional redundancies inherent to complex
biological systems.25–28 To prevent isolated network areas, the largest
overlap of <10% per GS, identified using the maximum spanning
tree algorithm, was retained for GSs that did not meet a connectivity
threshold of 10%.

For comparative transcriptional landscapes, simulating stochastic
flow within the networks using the Markov cluster algorithm iden-
tified clusters within these networks. On the basis of the GSs’ names,
Fast Gene Set Enrichment Analysis–related statistics, as well as dis-
tribution and function of the specific genes underlying their signif-
icant enrichment or depletion signal (i.e., leading edge genes), the
resulting clusters were then interpreted in detail. Subsequently, each
cluster could be summarized and annotated with a term denoting the
biological theme that the changes as a whole were associated with to
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infer. In cases aiding interpretation and communication of results,
thematically related Markov cluster algorithm clusters were then
combined into a common biological theme.

All transcriptional landscapes were drawn using the yFiles organic
layout algorithm in Cytoscape 3.7.229 before interpretation and
annotation. To allow direct comparison, results characterizing re-
sponses to ERTweremapped within these original network structures.

Estimating lysosome localization of the ERT-resistant genetic
module
Integrating subcellular localization of gene protein products can
improve the understanding of molecular data in a more specific
context. As FD is a lysosomal storage disease, estimating lysosomal
localization probabilities for protein products of the cross-validated
ERT-resistance genetic module identified is meaningful. An inte-
grated score, combining text mining, results from high-throughput
screens, and predictions modalities30 (as of November 14, 2019) of
>2, was deemed adequate to assume a reasonable possibility for
lysosomal localization.

Building the target::target::drug interactome
Target::target interactions among the 94 targets comprising the ERT-
resistant molecular module for glomeruli and arteries were extracted
from String V11.31 All active interaction sources were considered,
and a combined interaction score of $0.4, which equates to medium
confidence, was required to validate a target::target interaction.

Target::drug interactions reflect data summarized in DrugBank
5.1.5’s UniProt links source. The type of pharmacologic action per
target::drug interaction was obtained via DrugBank’s web interface
based on the same version comprising 13,511 drug entries (March 1,
201032). Considering the nature of the ERT-resistant molecular
modules, the categories of activators (activator), agonists (agonist
and partial agonist), inducers (inducer), ligands (ligand), and posi-
tive modulators (positive allosteric modulator, positive modulator,
and agonist-positive allosteric modulator) were retained. Merging
data form the different sources and final visualizations were
completed using the yFiles organic layout algorithm in Cytoscape
3.7.2 as a basis.29

Immunohistochemistry of transferrin receptor
One of the interesting findings made based on mRNA was validated
on the protein level with immunohistochemistry using 4-mm-thick
FFPE kidney biopsy sections. The following primary antibody was
used: Transferrin Receptor Monoclonal Antibody H68.4 (1:1000;
monoclonal; mouse; catalog number 13-6800; Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific). For negative controls, the primary antibody was omitted.
Incubations were 1 hour at room temperature. Immunoreactivity
was visualized using the EnVision system with 3,30-dia-
minobenzidine (Agilent). Antigen retrieval was achieved at pH 6.0,
and sections were counterstained with haematoxylin (number
CS70030-2; Dako).

RESULTS
Comparative assessment of transcriptional landscapes pre-
ERT
Having included 2 independent cohorts representative for FN
(Table 1), this allowed for systematic estimation of inter-
cohort variability with N_CTRLs as a common reference.
This addresses issues of small cohorts with possibly skewed
distributions for key aspects, such as age at diagnosis or
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
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degree of organ dysfunction. Thus, to approximate the rele-
vance of these factors, we systematically integrated all sig-
nificant alterations in gene-expression patterns (i.e., GS per
cohort into 1 comparative transcriptional landscape per
compartment).

With an aggregate of 191 GSs passing significance thresh-
olds for the NO cohort versus N_CTRLs or CHRO cohort
versus N_CTRLs, glomeruli clearly displayed the highest de-
gree of FD-specific alterations of all compartments (Figure 1;
Supplementary Figure S1), followed by arteries with 72 GSs
(Figure 2; Supplementary Figure S2). For the same 10,287 GSs
assessed, tubular compartments exhibited 9 significant
changes for proximal tubuli (Supplementary Figure S3) and 39
for distal tubuli (Supplementary Figure S4).

Cohort-specific differences in glomeruli’s transcriptional
landscape pre-ERT
Of the 191 GSs previously mentioned, 146 were mapped as a
consequence of their significant dysregulation unique to the
NO cohort. Similarly, 23 GS were mapped exclusively as a
consequence of the CHRO versus N_CTRLs comparison
(Figure 1; Supplementary Figure S1). That leaves 22 pathways
coherently enriched or depleted in glomeruli of both cohorts.
Although this limited overlap may, to a degree, be attributed
to sample size, it may also be related to differences in cohort
characteristics (Table 1).

Most important, no GS, for glomeruli or any other
compartment, yielded diametrically opposed significant re-
sults. In other words, no GS was significantly enriched in one
cohort versus N_CTRLs while being significantly depleted in
the other or vice versa (Figures 1 and 2; Supplementary
Figures S1–S4).

Despite the absence of this type of conflicting result, the
fact that 88% of GSs mapped for glomeruli yielded signifi-
cance in just one of the cohorts raises the question of how
these cohorts are interrelated on a molecular basis. Assessing
significance patterns per biological theme revealed that some
were mapped entirely because of one cohort. That was true
for the Plasma membrane, Regulation of blood pressure, Cell
division, and Mitochondria themes (Figure 1; Supplementary
Figure S1). Unsurprisingly, with exception of Extracellular
matrix and Epithelial-mesenchymal transition and Cell motility,
glomeruli from the NO cohort dominated all themes
(Figure 1; Supplementary Figure S1). Interestingly, although
themes such as Innate immunity showed a clear dichotomy
regarding which processes were altered in what cohort, other
themes, Keratinization in particular, comprised most GSs
intersecting the 2 cohorts (Figure 1; Supplementary
Figure S1). Cross-validation in such a manner point to-
wards a universal validity and warrants additional analyses
described below.

Cohort-specific differences in proximal and distal tubular
transcriptional landscape pre-ERT
The biological state of both tubular compartments from
the CHRO cohort was indistinguishable from N_CTRLs
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
when defined via gene set enrichment analysis. Significant
differences for these compartments could only be identi-
fied when comparing NO patients with N_CTRLs. For
proximal tubuli, these alterations involved just 9 GSs
pertaining to Translation (Supplementary Figure S3).
Distal tubuli, on the other hand, primarily displayed
gene-expression patterns specific for an immune compo-
nent involving Inflammation and chemotaxis. Potentially
related to the presence of such cells, other themes sum-
marized enrichment of processes pertaining to cell
motility and cell cycle regulation. In glomeruli and ar-
teries alike, keratinization-specific GSs reemerged in distal
tubuli of NO patients (Supplementary Figure S4).
Cohort-specific differences in arteries’ transcriptional
landscape pre-ERT
With 33 GSs of 72 (46%), consistently altered in both cohorts,
changes in this compartment were themost coherent (Figure 2;
Supplementary Figure S2). In contrast with glomeruli, and
with exception of Keratinization and intermediate filament,
average significance for all themes in arteries was more pro-
nounced in CHRO versus N_CTRLs compared with NO versus
N_CTRLs (Figure 2). Interestingly, enrichment in pathways of
the Complement system was exclusive to the CHRO cohort
(Figure 2; Supplementary Figure S2). This contrasts the
observation of immune activation in distal tubuli exclusively
observed for the NO cohort (Supplementary Figure S4). In
both cases, the same pathways responsible for detection of
stimuli seemed activated upstream, inducing somewhat
different responses.
Degree of normalization within transcriptional landscapes in
the presence of ERT over time
Mapping corresponding results from biopsies collected
during follow-up onto the network structures presented in
Supplementary Figures S1 to S4 revealed that ERT, to a large
extent, induced reversal of FN-associated coordinated tran-
scriptional alterations to levels comparable with N_CTRLs
over time (Figure 3; Supplementary Figures S5–S8). This
phenomenon was particularly evident in the NO cohort
(Figure 3a–d; Supplementary Figures S5–S8A–C) and
prominent for GSs uniquely dysregulated in this cohort
(Figure 3c and d). The fact that no GSs for any compartment
yielded significance when comparing molecular states be-
tween 10 and 5 years of ERT (Figure 3a–d; Supplementary
Figures S5–S8D) further indicates stable molecular states
after several years of ERT.

However, despite this quantitatively highly relevant
effect of ERT, especially for arteries and to a lesser extent
for glomeruli, some GSs reemerged or failed to
normalize to levels comparable with N_CTRLs over time.
Noticeably, the latter were greatly overrepresented in the
group of GSs consistently yielding significance in both
cohorts pre-ERT already and are therefore analyzed in
detail below.
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Figure 1 | Violin plots delineating the transcriptional landscape of glomeruli (Supplementary Figure S1) integrating similarities and
differences between the patient cohort from Bergen, Norway (NO), and validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania (CHRO)
before enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) versus N_CTRLs. Violin plots display directional adjusted P (Padj) values of the gene sets per

ðcontinuedÞbiological theme for the comparisons indicated. Adjusted P values were log transformed (log10), and the algebraic sign was
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Figure 2 | Violin plots delineating the transcriptional landscape of arteries (Supplementary Figure S2) integrating
similarities and differences between the patient cohort from Bergen, Norway (NO), and validation cohort from Switzerland
and Romania (CHRO) before enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) versus N_CTRLs. Violin plots display directional adjusted P
(Padj) values of the gene sets per biological theme for the comparisons indicated. Adjusted P values were log transformed (log10),
and the algebraic sign was assigned according to enrichment (positive) or depletion (negative). The solid horizontal line
corresponds to an adjusted P of 1, whereas the dashed horizontal lines indicate significance levels of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 for
enrichment and depletion, respectively. Bars indicate mean � SD. FA.CHRO.A.0_vs_N_CTRL.A.ST, arteries pre-ERT or ERT < 6
months from patients with Fabry disease (FD) belonging to the CHRO cohort versus normal controls; FA.NO.A.0_vs_N_CTRL.A.ST,
arteries pre-ERT from patients with FD belonging to the NO cohort versus normal controls.

N Delaleu et al.: Systems analyses of Fabry nephropathy’s transcriptome c l i n i ca l i nves t iga t ion
Cross-validated transcriptional landscapes per compartment
pre-ERT

The consistent finding of similar coordinated changes in gene
expression pre-ERT in 2 independent cohorts represents a type
of cross-validation. This raises confidence that mechanisms
governed by these changes in gene expression could be valid for
=

Figure 1 | (continued) assigned according to enrichment (positive) or dep
P of 1, whereas the dashed horizontal lines indicate significance levels of
indicate mean � SD. ECM, extracellular matrix; EMT, epithelial-mesenchym
< 6 months from patients with Fabry disease (FD) belonging to the CHRO
pre-ERT from patients with FD belonging to the NO cohort versus norm

Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
most patients with FD. Although such pathways were absent in
proximal and distal tubuli, glomeruli and arteries yielded 22
(Figure 4a and b) and 33 GSs (Figure 5a and b), respectively,
that passed all significance thresholds for both cohorts.

The fact that many of these GSs also resisted modulation
after ERT, 77% for glomeruli (Figure 4e) and 91% for arteries
letion (negative). The solid horizontal line corresponds to an adjusted
0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 for enrichment and depletion, respectively. Bars
al transition; FA.CHRO.G.0_vs_N_CTRL.G.ST, glomeruli pre-ERT or ERT
cohort versus normal controls; FA.NO.G.0_vs_N_CTRL.G.ST, glomeruli
al controls.
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Figure 3 | Follow-upongenesets (GSs) comprised in thecomparative transcriptional landscapesover time. Violin plots displaying directional
adjusted P values for any GS comprised in the transcriptional landscapes (Figures 1 and 2; Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).

ðcontinuedÞFor this, adjusted P values were log transformed (log10), and the algebraic sign was assigned according to enrichment (positive)
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(Figure 5f) even after 10 years of ERT further underlines their
relevance.

Systematic interpretation of the cross-validated glomerular
transcriptional landscape pre-ERT and its modulation over
time
The transcriptional landscape for glomeruli comprising cross-
validated GSs identified enrichment pertaining to Keratini-
zation and depletion in Transporter and ion channel activity
(Figure 4a and b). In addition, 3 GSs with limited connec-
tivity were also depleted (BIOLOGICAL OXIDATIONS,
COLLAGEN-CONTAINING EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX,
and DETECTION OF CHEMICAL STIMULUS), as shown in
Figure 4a and b.

Assessing temporal evolvement during ERT revealed a
clear dichotomy. Keratinization normalized to levels com-
parable with N_CTRLs after 1 year of ERT (Figure 4c) and
remained stable for the entire follow-up period (Figure 4d
and e). BIOLOGICAL OXIDATIONS and DETECTION OF
CHEMICAL STIMULUS, on the other hand, appeared un-
affected by ERT (Figure 4c–e), and original depletion of
Transporter and ion channel activity was reversed over time
(Figure 4c–e). Thus, analyzing genes underlying significant
enrichment and depletion signals for these GSs (i.e., leading
edge genes) calls for further investigation into these distinct
response patterns.

As previously mentioned, enrichment of keratinization-
associated processes was swiftly mitigated by ERT. Leading
edge gene analysis resulted in a total of 8 genes that
comparatively contributed to their significance in both patient
groups (Figure 4f). However, no drug with known pharma-
cologic effects on the related protein products was registered
in DrugBank 5.1.5’s 13,511 drug entries.32 Although statisti-
cally TCHH and KRT6C represent key targets, a broader
functional understanding of keratins in podocytes is
emerging.33

ERT-resistant genetic module in glomeruli
The persistence or gradual reemergence of all but
keratinization-related GSs after up to 10 years of ERT when
=

Figure 3 | (continued) or depletion (negative). Data from the patient coh
and data from the validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania (CHR
GSs were also split according to if they were enriched (panels on the le
Fabry disease (FD) before enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) versus N
(Sig.) changed in both cohorts pre-ERT versus N_CTRLs (a,b,e,f) or uniqu
For all panels, the solid horizontal line corresponds to an adjusted P of 1, w
0.01, and 0.001 for enrichment and depletion, respectively. Bars ind
CHRO.0_vs_N_CTRL.ST, pre-ERT or ERT < 6 months from patients wi
CHRO.1_vs_N_CTRL.ST, 1-year post-initiation of ERT from patients
FA.CHRO.5_vs_N_CTRL.ST, 5-years post-initiation of ERT from patients
CHRO.5_vs_FA.CHRO.1, 5-years post-initiation of ERT from patients wit
ERT from patients with FD belonging to the CHRO cohort; FA.NO.0_vs_N
versus normal controls; FA.NO.5_vs_N_CTRL.ST, 5-years post-initiation of
controls; FA.NO.10_vs_N_CTRL.ST, 10-years post-initiation of ERT from p
FA.NO.10_vs_FA.NO.5, 10-years post-initiation of ERT from patients with
from patients with FD belonging to the NO cohort.
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compared with N_CTRLs warrants identification of genes
that govern this phenomenon. Indeed, they may represent a
disease-related genetic module insufficiently targeted by ERT.

Of the 321 leading edge genes underlying GSs depleted in
both patient groups pre-ERT versus N_CTRLs, 79 genes were
significantly downregulated pre-ERT and failed to normalize
to expression levels comparable to N_CTRLs in both cohorts
at any time point during the 10-year follow-up (P < 0.05;
Supplementary Figure S9A–E). Improving confidence, 32 of
these genes were retained even when setting all thresholds to
P < 0.01 (Figure 4g). Depending on these threshold levels,
possible lysosomal localization was identified for 6 and 9 of
the candidates, respectively (diamond-shaped symbols in
Figure 4g and Supplementary Figure S9A–E).

Systematic interpretation of the cross-validated arterial
transcriptional landscape pre-ERT and its modulation over
time
The cross-validated arterial transcriptional landscape displays
3 clusters (Figure 5a and b). Interestingly, it shows alterations
in biological themes similar to those identified for glomeruli
(Figure 4a and b).

In contrast with glomeruli, Keratinization was depleted in
arteries and ERT failed to modulate this cluster over time
(Figure 5c–f). It also includes an additional 5 GSs that pertain
to intermediate filament components in particular. For
DETECTION OF CHEMICAL STIMULUS, although in
glomeruli it was mapped as a single GS with limited con-
nectivity (Figure 4a–e), in arteries it formed the center of the
theme Detect and respond to stimulus (Figure 5a–f). The latter
was composed of pathways not only related to detection but
also response to stimuli (Figure 5a–f). For the third clusters,
although thematically related, there was no overlap between
the specific transport-related GSs cross-validated in either
glomeruli or arteries (Figures 4a–e and 5a–f).

ERT-resistant genetic module in arteries
All cross-validated aspects defining arteries of FN, except 2 to
3 intermediate filament-associated GSs, remained depleted
versus N_CTRLs irrespective of cohort, ERT, and follow-up
ort from Bergen, Norway (NO), are displayed in the upper half (a–d),
O) are displayed in the lower half (e–h). For adequate representation,
ft; a,c,e,g) or depleted (panels on the right; b,d,f,h) in patients with
_CTRLs. To distinguish temporal development of GSs significantly
ely in 1 cohort versus N_CTRLs (c,d,g,h), the data were split further.
hereas the dashed horizontal lines indicate significance levels of 0.05,
icate mean � SD. A, arteries; DT, distal tubuli; G, glomeruli; FA.-
th FD belonging to the CHRO cohort versus normal controls; FA.-
with FD belonging to the CHRO cohort versus normal controls;
with FD belonging to the CHRO cohort versus normal controls; FA.-
h FD belonging to the CHRO cohort versus 1-year post-initiation of
_CTRL.ST, pre-ERT from patients with FD belonging to the NO cohort
ERT from patients with FD belonging to the NO cohort versus normal
atients with FD belonging to the NO cohort versus normal controls;
FD belonging to the NO cohort versus 5-years post-initiation of ERT
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Figure 4 | Cross cohort validated glomerular transcriptional landscape of Fabry disease (FD) before enzyme replacement
therapy (ERT), its modulation in presence of ERT over 1, 5, and 10 years, and identification of an ERT-resistant genetic module.
(a–e) Fast Gene Set Enrichment Analysis adjusted P values for (a) FA pre-ERT (patient cohort from Bergen, Norway [NO]) versus
N_CTRLs, (b) FA pre-ERT (validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania [CHRO]) versus N_CTRLs, (c) FA 1 year after initiation of ERT
(CHRO cohort) versus N_CTRLs, (d) FA 5 years after initiation of ERT (NO cohort) versus N_CTRLs, and (e) FA 10 years after initiation of
ERT (NO cohort) versus N_CTRLs. (a–e) Node color: red hue correlates with significant enrichment; and green color hue correlates with
significant depletion for the respective comparison. Node shape: ellipse [ adjusted P < 0.05; and diamond ¼ adjusted P $0.05. Edge
color: blackness correlates with the degree of member genes overlapping between the gene set (GS) members it connects. Edge line
style: solid [ connectivity $10% (regular edge); and dashed [ connectivity <10% (extra edge ensuring a fully connected network).
The prominent long-dashed lines segregate the network with respect to the major biological themes identified. (f) Volcano plot of all
genes with valid individual adjusted P values consistently underlying the significant enrichment signals (leading edge [LE] genes) of the
keratinization-related GSs in both FD cohorts versus N_CTRLs. The x-axis maps mean log2 fold changes, and the y-axis shows mean
log10 transformed adjusted P values for NO cohort versus N_CTRLs and the CHRO cohort versus N_CTRLs. (g) Volcano plot displaying all
genes underlying significant depletion signals in both FD cohorts versus N_CTRLs (LE genes) that were significantly downregulated
(adjusted P < 0.01, fold change <–2) in every cohort and at every time point compared with N_CTRLs. The x-axis maps the
corresponding average log2 fold changes, and the y-axis shows the corresponding average log10 transformed adjusted P values. Larger
diamond-shaped symbols highlight genes whose protein products have reasonable probability for lysosome localization. ECM,
extracellular matrix.

c l i n i ca l i nves t iga t i on N Delaleu et al.: Systems analyses of Fabry nephropathy’s transcriptome
time (Figure 5c–f). As for glomeruli, exhibiting such resis-
tance to modulation via ERT is a reason to assume that related
downregulated genes, yielding significance across all
812
comparisons versus N_CTRLs, may represent a relevant ERT-
resistant genetic module. Volcano plots displaying these genes
(adjusted P < 0.05) for Keratinization and intermediate
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
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Figure 5 | Cross cohort validated arterial transcriptional landscape of Fabry nephropathy (FN) before enzyme replacement
therapy (ERT) and its modulation in presence of ERT over 1, 5, and 10 years and identification of an ERT-resistant genetic
module. (a–f) Fast Gene Set Enrichment Analysis adjusted P values for (a) FN pre-ERT (patient cohort from Bergen, Norway [NO])
versus N_CTRLs, (b) FN pre-ERT (validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania [CHRO]) versus N_CTRLs, (c) FN 1 year after
initiation of ERT (CHRO cohort) versus N_CTRLs, (d) FN 5 years after initiation of ERT (NO cohort) versus N_CTRLs, (e) FN 5 years
after initiation of ERT (CHRO cohort) versus N_CTRLs, and (e) FN 10 years post-initiation of ERT (NO-cohort) vs. N_CTRLs. (a–f)
Node color: red hue correlates with significant enrichment; and green hue correlates with significant depletion for the respective
comparison. Node shape: ellipse [ adjusted P < 0.05; and diamond ¼ adjusted P $ 0.05. Edge color: blackness correlates with
the degree of member genes overlapping between the gene set (GS) members it connects. Edge line style: solid [
connectivity $10% (regular edge); and dashed [ connectivity <10% (extra edge ensuring a fully connected network). The
prominent long-dashed lines segregate the network with respect to the major biological themes identified. (g) Volcano plot
displaying all genes underlying significant depletion signals for the Keratinization and intermediate filament cluster in both Fabry
disease (FD) cohorts versus N_CTRLs (leading edge [LE] genes) that were significantly downregulated (adjusted P < 0.05, fold
change <–2) in every cohort and at every time point compared with N_CTRLs. The x-axis maps the corresponding average log2
foldchanges, and the y-axis shows the corresponding average log10 transformed adjusted P values. Larger diamond-shaped
symbols highlight genes whose protein products have reasonable probability for lysosome localization. (h) As (g) but displaying
the respective genes identified within the Transporter and ion channel activity cluster. (i) As (g) but displaying the respective genes
identified within the Detect and respond to stimulus cluster. (j) Volcano plot of all genes with valid individual adjusted P values
consistently underlying the significant depletion signal (LE genes) of the Detect stimulus cluster in glomeruli and the Detect and
respond to stimulus cluster in arteries of both FD cohorts versus N_CTRLs.
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filament (Figure 5g), Transporter and ion channel activity
(Figure 5h), and Detect and respond to stimulus (Figure 5i)
identified a handful of candidates that exhibited such resis-
tance to ERT. For all these candidates (Figure 5g–i), only
SPINK5’s protein product was deemed to have potential
lysosome localization. TMC1’s pleiotropy resulted in this gene
contributing to GSs’ significant depletion signal in all 3
clusters (Figure 5g–i).
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
Interrogating ERT-resistant genetic modules for known drug
targets

A total of 94 genes consistently resisted modulation during
ERT: 78 identified in glomeruli (Supplementary Figure S9A),
15 identified in arteries (Figure 5g–i), and SLC44A4 identified
in both compartments. After curating drug interactions for
adequate pharmacologic action and drugs for developmental
stage (approved, investigational, or experimental) using
813
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Figure 6 | Target::target::drug interactome for members of the enzyme replacement therapy–resistant genetic modules suitable for
drug repurposing approaches. Target::target interactions were extracted from String V11 and subsequently integrated with drug::target
interactions and pharmacologic action data listed in DrugBank 5.1.5. Displayed are 12 targets that can theoretically interact with the 69 drug
candidates mapped. Node shape: large Y shape ¼ target with predicted lysosomal localization, Y shape ¼ target, diamond ¼ approved drug,
and triangle ¼ experimental/investigational drug. Node color target: green ¼ target defined in glomeruli, and blue ¼ target defined in
arteries. Edge target::target interaction ¼ gray. Node and edge color target::drug interaction: activators ¼ cyan, agonists ¼ purple, inducers ¼
yellow, ligands ¼ orange, and positive modulators ¼ red. ACY1, aminoacylase 1; GABRB2, gamma-aminobutyric acid type A receptor subunit
beta2; GRIN3A, glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA type subunit 3A; HPN, hepsin; MAOB, monoamine oxidase B; SLC2A2, solute carrier
family 2 member 2; TFRC, transferrin receptor; TRPV4, transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily V member 4.
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DrugBank 5.1.5,32 12 targets were mapped as potential targets
that can theoretically interact with 69 possible drug candi-
dates (Figure 6). Notably, 3 are interacting calcium voltage-
gated channel-encoding genes, and TFRC was classified as
having potential lysosome localization30 (Figure 6). Distur-
bances in cellular and systemic iron levels are recognized as
causes and consequences of kidney injury, and exploiting
these mechanisms therapeutically has been proposed
recently.34

Fidelity between RNAseq per kidney compartment and
significant alterations in urine proteomics
Depending on factors, such as translational efficiency and
physical properties, alterations in gene expression may
814
translate to quantities of their protein products being
detectable in biofluids. A study by Kurschat et al., focusing
on urine-derived primary cells of patients with FD, includes
a proteomics data set,35 allowing for such approximation via
correlation analyses (Figure 7). Although no general corre-
lation between RNAseq and proteomics was apparent, some
molecules yielded significance in both data sets. In
conjunction with particularly low expression of a-galacto-
sidase A, glomeruli and arteries again provided the most
meaningful data points (Figure 7). Notably, TFRC, a mem-
ber of the ERT-resistant and lysosome-associated module
(Figure 4g) in glomeruli and its ligand transferrin (TF),
significantly downregulated in arteries, could be confirmed
in such a manner (Figure 7).
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
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Figure 7 | Integrating RNA-sequencing (RNAseq) data per compartment and per cohort with urine-derived primary cell proteomics
data. Scatterplots display the log2 fold-change proteomics data (Fabry disease [FD] vs. N_CTRLs) on the x-axis versus the respective RNAseq
comparison mapped on the y-axis. Components that passed thresholds of adjusted P < 0.05 and fold change >2 (red) or <–2 (green) for
gene expression and proteomics are highlighted and annotated. (a) Glomeruli before enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) (patient cohort from

ðcontinuedÞBergen, Norway [NO]) versus N_CTRLs. (b) Glomeruli pre-ERT (validation cohort from Switzerland and Romania [CHRO]) versus

N Delaleu et al.: Systems analyses of Fabry nephropathy’s transcriptome c l i n i ca l i nves t iga t ion
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Figure 8 | Immunohistochemistry of transferrin receptor (TFRC). (a) Normal control tissue showing distinct glomerular positivity of
TFRC. (b) A 10-year biopsy of a patient with Fabry nephropathy under enzyme replacement therapy demonstrates distinctively less TFRC
staining in glomeruli. Bar ¼ 100 mm. To optimize viewing of this image, please see the online version of this article at www.kidney-
international.org.
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Validation of transferrin receptor protein localization via
immunohistochemistry
Analyses from mRNA abundances revealed that TFRC had a
lower expression in glomeruli with FN at all time points,
compared with normal controls. Immunohistochemistry of
the transferrin receptor (TFRC) in kidney biopsies confirmed
lower glomerular synthesis of TFRC proteins in a patient
treated with 10 years of ERT compared with a healthy control
(Figure 8a and b).

DISCUSSION
This study contributes to the understanding of the complex
mechanisms involved in FD by (i) delineating its molecular
characteristics in 4 kidney compartments of 2 independent
cohorts and (ii) proposing cross-validated molecular modules
with druggable components that consistently resisted modu-
lation via ERT over time. The methods for data acquisition
and analysis presented here further represent an applicable
concept of how to unlock understanding and tangible dis-
coveries from unique archival biobank materials.18,36 With
respect to clinical relevance, such studies will likely surpass
insights gained via in vivo or in vitro models alone.37–39

Delineation and integration of transcriptional landscapes
from 2 small, but independent, FD cohorts allowed delinea-
tion of the molecular basis underlying some of the commonly
observed intercohort heterogeneity. Although the absence of
any pathway diametrically opposing the 2 cohorts inspires
confidence, it nevertheless puts high demands on choosing an
adequate strategy to gain insights. In this study, limiting false
positives was strictly prioritized. This does not mean that
other data points made available via this study’s deposited raw
data and findings presented in a structured manner in the
Supplementary Materials will not facilitate future hypothesis-
driven studies. In situations without direct experimental
verification, cross-validation is important, especially if these
=

Figure 7 | (continued) N_CTRLs. (c) Proximal tubuli pre-ERT (NO cohor
N_CTRLs. (e) Distal tubuli pre-ERT (NO cohort) versus N_CTRLs. (f) Dista
(NO cohort) versus N_CTRLs. (h) Arteries pre-ERT (CHRO cohort) versus

816
aspects simultaneously point to mechanisms unaffected by
ERT. In any case, these results should encourage collaboration
to expand cohort size and emphasize the need for academia-
industry collaborations in the area of drug development.40

Currently, several new strategies for treatment of FDare being
investigated. As prominent examples, substrate reduction ther-
apy,41 chaperone therapy,42,43 plant-based production,44 pegu-
nigalsidase-a (PEGylated enzyme),45 encapsulated mRNA,46

and gene therapy47,48 have either been licensed or are being
evaluated in clinical studies.

Considering this situation, one might question the place of
systems-focused analyses such as presented here. Regarding
the requirement of an amenable mutation for successful
chaperone treatment,42,43 this treatment is still limited to 37%
to 60% of patients based on whether there is an amenable
variant.49–51 This makes it paramount to deepen our under-
standing beyond the visible histologic alterations in the
kidney.

The data presented here may be leveraged to help answer
several long-standing questions in FD. There is, for example,
an ongoing discussion about when to start ERT, especially in
asymptomatic or oligosymptomatic patients. The high costs
of ERT and the need for infusions every other week, together
with possible adverse effects, may make starting ERT too early
seem undesirable. Starting ERT too late, however, also poses
risks to the patient’s health.52,53 Our results pointing to the
relevance of age when initiating ERT also suggest candidates
that, based on changes in mRNA expression, precede clinical
alterations and may guide decisions, leading to a more
informed time point to start ERT. Such repeatedly measurable
biomarkers may especially be valuable in conjunction with
already established markers, such as lysosomal GL-3.54

One adverse effect of ERT is the formation of anti-drug
antibodies48,52,53 in some individuals. Although no such pa-
tient was included here, there is a possibility to investigate this
t) versus N_CTRLs. (d) Proximal tubuli pre-ERT (CHRO cohort) versus
l tubuli pre-ERT (CHRO cohort) versus N_CTRLs. (g) Arteries pre-ERT
N_CTRLs.

Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
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phenomenon and its possible mitigation via immunomodu-
lation by integrating this data set with corresponding data
from patients with FN presenting these antibodies.

Well in accordance with their transcriptome, the NO
cohort showed no significant differences in clinical parame-
ters when comparing baseline with 10-years postinitiation of
ERT. Likely a result of timely initiation of ERT, we never-
theless measured changes in plasma GL-3 levels known to
correlate with reduced or absent a-galactosidase activity.
Detectable in advance of clinical symptoms,55 this presents a
strong argument to continue acquiring omics data during
follow-up. Not only would we gain additional molecular data
underlying clinical presentation of FN, but we could also
estimate the predictive value of molecular alterations present
at earlier time points.

From the point of inferring clinical applications, one
might also use this data set as a reference to estimate the
degree of fidelity between the kidney’s system state and bio-
markers measured in urine. Understanding relations of bio-
markers when measured in target tissues and when detected
in easily and repetitively collectable biofluids, it may signifi-
cantly reduce dependency on biopsies, as we have suggested,
for other diseases.56,57 This also opens new avenues for better
patient management via tracking disease course and treat-
ment responses via biomarker-based criteria. Integrating
FFPE RNAseq data with urine proteomics delivered first
encouraging results in this study. Although not investigated in
this article, urinary exosomes are an interesting and emerging
field of study in this regard.58

LCM of the kidney’s major compartments also allowed
gaining important spatial information. Clearly, glomeruli as
the most heterogeneous compartment also displayed the most
extensive molecular alterations. The transcriptional changes
in arteries were the most consistent across cohorts. This
correlates well with the morphometric changes in arteries in
FD and is of clinical relevance.59 Also, as a result of LCM,
activation of different classes of immune processes in distal
tubuli and arteries was detectable. Nevertheless, once
computational molecular signature-based expression decon-
volution allows approximation of cellular composition from
bulk kidney,40 LCM may lose some of its advantages and give
way to greater sequencing depth of coverage or lowering re-
quirements on mRNA quantity. Also, once spatial tran-
scriptomics is established, understanding of the different
nephron compartments could be increased on basis of this
technology.60

With ERT as a well-established primary treatment option,
we present molecular data that underpin its effectiveness in
mitigating FN in different kidney compartments. This effect
was particularly substantial and long lasting in the NO cohort.
More important, these patients received ERT early16 and
essentially retained significant organ function over time
(Table 1). Although the data available for the CHRO cohort
precluded assessing these points in similar detail, the situation
after short periods of ERT still suggests favorable effects of
timely ERT.16,61
Kidney International (2023) 104, 803–819
Despite of ERT’s substantial impact on transcriptional
landscapes of FN, it seemed least effective readjusting gene-
expression patterns in arteries to levels comparable to
N_CTRLs irrespective of cohort. With cardiovascular disease
and cerebrovascular events as primary causes of shortened life
expectancy in patients with FD, persistence of vascular ab-
normalities on a molecular level despite ERT is relevant and
supports previous morphometric findings.59

Nonetheless, this work also has several limitations.
Although we did not observe any obvious differences between
different types of ERT, we were unable to assess such effects
formally. Another limitation concerns the relatively small
number of patients from whom such well-documented,
complete, and temporal RNAseq profiles could be gener-
ated. Related to this issue, only 1 somewhat skewed control
group could be included. This is especially true for the CHRO
cohort and also affects the comparability of the cohorts per se,
including aspects such as age, sex (inferred from biological
attributes), environment, and baseline measurements
(Table 1). These concerns are relevant and have critically
shaped our data analysis strategy. Through minimizing to a
significant degree introduction of type 1 errors, there is
reason to believe that these findings are thus relevant for a
broad range of patients with FD.

In conclusion, although personalized medicine should not,
for the time being, be considered as a pragmatic strategy for
developing novel treatments, insight gained via “omics”
technologies may nonetheless guide development of precision
medicine for FD. This is especially valid if candidates are
classified as targets of existing drugs that may be repurposed
as a treatment adjunct to ERT. The druggable aspects of the
ERT-resistant module in general and the TFRC::TF axis in
particular seem to lend themselves to exploring such
strategies.
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